
 

CELEBRATION OF GASTRONOMY AND HOSPITALITY 

 

The 14
th

 International Specialised Fairs of Tastes ended with a surplus 

 

On the first day of February, the doors of the 14
th

 GASTexpo & Ice Cream's International Fairs of 

Tastes closed. The Fairs exceeded all expectations, surpassed all previous performances and set a record 

in attendance, premieres and surpluses. In four days, more than 500 exhibitors, in cooperation with the 

organizers, prepared a fair experience that will be discussed for a long time to come. The visitors were 

fascinated by trends and technological innovations, concluded new business collaborations, strengthened 

existing ones and laid down guidelines that will be followed throughout the entire gastronomy and hotel 

industry this year. 

 

They competed, learned, tasted and concluded many new collaborations 

Together with the exhibitors we have prepared more than 50 different workshops and demonstrations of 

food preparation. Participants were able to learn everything about making healthy pizza, different types of 

pizza, correct beer brewing, baking chocolate soufflés and strawberry cakes, they cooked home-made 

pasta, using professional appliances, mixing cocktails, learning sous vide cooking techniques, made their 

life sweeter with Goloseintese - a combination of fruit and chocolate flavours, while Italian masters 

confectioners were teaching how to prepare dessert portion servings with a modern touch. The barmen 

introduced new trends in soft drinks, with soft gin and rum cocktails being the most popular in 2020, and 

the father of Latte Art, Luigi Lupi, taught the skills and knowledge that a top barista must possess. An 

expert contribution was also provided by the Hospeo Masters 2020 conference, where the invited expert 

guests discussed and raised the importance of human capital in gastronomy and tourism industry. 

 

  



We have prepared six competitions - the 3
rd

 Beer of the Year award, the 8
th

 International Best Pizza 

Maker competition, the 10
th

 International Championship of Gelato - GOURMET ICE CREAM, the 2
nd

 

TOPESPRESSO LATTE ART GRADING SYSTEM National Championship Slovenia and two cocktail 

mixing competitions - ICC VENKA VOJO TROPHY 2020 - fancy drink, and the 29
th

 DP & ICC 

VENKA VOJO - Non-alcoholic cocktail. The winners widely opened the door to the culinary world and 

sided with the greatest masters. 

 

For the third year in a row, we have awarded the GASTexpo Beer of the Year award, which we award to 

thank our boutique brewers for their hard work and dedication. We can safely say that we have a 

flourishing and high quality microbrewery in Slovenia. This year the competition was held in two 

categories - light and dark beer, and we were awarded the absolute winner. More than 25 different beers 

took part in the competition, which is a proof of the success of craft brewing in our country. In the light 

beer category, the win belonged to Tutti Frutti beer of the Omnivar brewery from Bežigrad, Ljubljana. 

Second place went to the Kajtimar brewery for its Premium beer. The third place went to the Vizir 

brewery from Bela Krajina and their ČrnFest. In the dark beer category, the Omnivar brewery won 

again, with its Holiday Hog, which later became an absolute winner and now proudly bears the 

GASTexpo Beer of the Year title. The winner is famous for its Russian imperial stout style. It is dark as 

night, with the aroma of vanilla and roasted coffee, a delicately sweet taste with notes of coconut, dark 

chocolate and coffee. Second place in the dark beer category went to 10'o clock from the Time brewery, 

and third place went to APE Stout from the APE Stout brewery. An ice cream competition also had a 

special place at the Fairs of Tastes. The 2020 Gourmet Ice Cream award went to the creation entitled 

Poker, produced by Tea Petelin from the Vogal bar in Nova Gorica. Ice cream, based on the Slovenian 

tradition, is a refined blend of quince, Teran and roasted pine nuts with fleur de sel. 

 

We have also awarded new national champions in Latte Art - the 2
nd

 Topespresso Latte Art Grading 

System Slovenia Championship took place at the Fairs. The awards were presented in three categories - 

green, red and black pot. Dejan Jovanov became a national champion in the green pot, Kristina Erić 

won the second place and Julija Možina was awarded the third place. The red pot award was awarded to 

Nejc Knez, and the second and third places in this category were awarded to Sandi Jug and Lea Zajc. In 

the toughest category, where even the most intense competition took place, Tjaša Rogelj defeated Blaž 

Zakšek the finals, thus becoming the absolute winner of the 2
nd

 National Championship. The third place 

went to Alen Ostrvica. 

  



14. The International Fairs of Tastes have also welcomed the 8
th

 Najpicopek International Championship, 

attended by more than 15 pizza makers, both amateur and professional. Given the fierce competition, the 

prize went to Ismet Mušič, who prepared a Pizza Clorofilla. He was inspired in Italy, and used green as a 

base - as much vegetables as possible. The second place went to Jan Lever and third to Uroš Novel. 

 

Cocktail lovers, however, were impressed by two competitions - the ICC Venka Vojo Trophy 2020 fancy 

drink and a non-alcoholic cocktail 29. DP & ICC with international participation. Barmen masters from 

Switzerland, Austria, Finland and Croatia arrived. Stefan Ludwig from Switzerland was awarded the 

winner of the international competition in the non-alcoholic cocktail category, and Edin Halačević in the 

Slovenian competition. In the Fancy drink category, Tomaž Fartek won the first prize, with a surprise 

combination of flavors in his cocktail - Greek yogurt also ranks among the ingredients. »The winning 

cocktail has a refined taste, a combination of gin, vanilla and caramel syrup, cinnamon and coconut 

flavoured Greek yogurt. I got my inspiration abroad,« said the winner.  

 

New milestones, trends, surpluses and premieres 

We welcomed two major milestones - the Fairs of Tasted welcomed the Official GASTexpo Pizza and the 

Official GASTexpo Venka Vojo Cocktail, prepared by pizza masters and barmen according to the latest 

trends - just like the fairs they represent. According to the visitors, both of them exceeded the culinary 

expectations and set guidelines that the world of pizza and cocktails in our country will follow. The 

official pizza is the result of cooperation between the Slovenian Chefs and Confectioners' Association, the 

pizza masters’ section, Ljubljanske mlekarne, the Metlika Agricultural Cooperative and Mutti. The 

official pizza boasts a crispy crust and a soft core with turmeric, green pepper and lemongrass. The 

stuffing is prepared of ricotta and cheese mix, with dried apricots and cranberry marmalade. The official 

GASTexpo Venka Vojo cocktail is a "mix" of gin Crespo, Sorrento-based Limoncetto liqueur, saffron-

flavored Quaglia liqueur, Blue Coracao liqueur, a few drops of Bitter Truth Lemon and Indian Tonic 

Water. 

 

Master of ice cream in the ice cream sector, which will be completely sustainable this year - the flavours 

will focus on controlled (geographical) origin, and protein and ice cream without added sugar will also 

come to the fore. "People are attaching more and more importance to the origin of the products, so it is 

not surprising that this is also true for ice cream. 

 

Carlo Casoni, an Italian chef who also works as corporate chef at Mutti, joined us for the first two days 

of the Fairs of Tastes. He shared tips on how to prepare a dish with tomato pulp and concentrate. “I 

believe in Mutti and I really stand by them, because we do not work on quantity but on quality. We can 



prepare up to one kilogram of tomato pulp or husk from two kilos of tomatoes and stick to this always. 

The quality is thus impeccable, "Casoni confided. 

 

The Fairs of Tastes celebrate in 2021  

The 14
th

 International Specialised Fairs of Tastes have been held together with the 31
st
 Alps Adria, Fair 

for Tourism, Camping and Caravanning - for four days we worked together to ensure that the Exhibition 

Centre was packed with fair events and attended by more than 20,000 visitors. 

 

Looking forward to the future, we conclude a truly successful story written by the 14
th

 International 

Specialised Fairs of Tastes. Next year, the Fairs of Tastes will celebrate its 15
th

 anniversary. You can 

book your space at a big anniversary celebration today. We promise to celebrate, as only we know. With 

trends, innovations, surpluses and records! 


